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Designed in Germany

Alles beginnt mit einer Idee, gefolgt von einer ersten 
Designskizze. Daraus entwickelt sich dann Schritt für 
Schritt ein neues Produkt, an dem wir so lange feilen 
und optimieren, bis es perfekt ist. 

Sound optimisation

As soon as the design and features are defi nite, fi ne-tuning 
begins. After numerous test phases, it is done and we can 
offer you a device that entirely delights you. 

High quality standard

We attach a lot of importance to the quality, functionality and 
above all safety of our products. Our internal quality assurance 
department therefore carries out testing with the latest equip-
ment in accordance with the legal guidelines.
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Designed in Germany

Everything begins with an idea, followed by an initial design 
sketch. This is gradually developed into a new product, which 
we fi nely adjust and optimise until it is perfect. 

Klangoptimierung

Sobald Design und Ausstattung feststehen, erfolgt das 
Feintuning. Nach zahlreichen Testphasen ist es geschafft 
und wir können Ihnen ein Gerät anbieten, das Sie rundum 
glücklich macht. 

Hoher Qualitätsstandard

Wir legen sehr viel Wert auf die Qualität, Funktionalität und 
vor allem die Sicherheit unserer Produkte. Daher prüft unsere 
hauseigene Qualitätssicherung mit dem neuesten Equipment 
gemäß der gesetzlichen Richtlinien.
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Product reviews  
that speak for themselves
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‘More is barely possible and is not necessary:
The DIR3600MBT from Hama combines all modern hi-fi  
functionalities in a single device that delivers powerful sound…’
Lite Magazin, 04/17, DIR3600MBT (00054836)

‘…The Hama radio has a voluminous sound, and the 
stereo effect is remarkable...’
Audio Video Foto Bild, 01/17, DIR3500MCBT (00054838)

‘One has to give credit: For an Internet 
radio, the box is tonally great fun…’
Audiovision, IR150MBT (00054850)

‘The Hama DIR3500MCBT has everything you desire:
a top-class appearance, wonderful sound and – this is the most 
important thing – no backlog as regards the wide range of sources.’
Lite Magazin, 10/16, DIR3500MCBT (00054838)

‘Can‘t be done, there‘s no such thing: The DIR3500MCBT 
from Hama masters almost every current playback tech-
nology and also sounds refreshingly good…’
Audiovision, 02/17, DIR3500MCBT (00054838)

‘The Hama DIR3500MCBT not only cuts a fine 
 figure visually, but also impressed us technically  
all along the line…’
Digital Fernsehen, 01/17, DIR3500MCBT (00054838)

‘The small, chic Hama DR30 clock radio offers top 
analogue and digital radio reception…’
Digital Home, 01/16, DR30 (00054822)

‘The best Internet radio for 200 euros.’
Alles Beste, 02/18, IR80MBT (00054846)

‘The DIR3600MBT is without question the flagship from Hama 
and impressed in the test on a broad front, particularly in 
 relation to the main criterion, namely sound quality.’
Digital Fernsehen, 05/17, DIR3600MBT (00054836)

‘…a worthwhile investment…’
Lite Magazin, 05/16, DIT2010MBT (00054833)

‘The Hama SIRIUM3800ABT soundbar is a space miracle with powerful 
sound. Equipped with the latest streaming and voice recognition techno-
logy, it actually belongs in a category of its own. It is no longer purely a 
soundbar, not by a long chalk.’
Audio Test, 03/18, SIRIUM3800 (00054852)

‘…It is tonally very sophisticated, visually appealing and has 
an extensive range of features.’
Digital Fernsehen, 03/18, SIRIUM4000 (00054843)

‘The Sirium4000ABT from Hama is a sound system with 
 astoundingly balanced, dynamic sound for the television...’
Heimkino, 02-03/18, SIRIUM4000 (00054843)



Control system

Voice control App control Remote control

Auto dimmer Battery Rechargeable battery

Special highlights

Alexa Multiroom UNDOK Multiroom Dolby Audio Qi charging 
technology

NFC Hands-free function

Audio sources

OpticalLine out

DAB+ WiFi LAN

Line in USB SD-Card

Bluetooth HDMI

Spotify

Internet radio
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SMART SOUND SYSTEMS

“Alexa, play Coldplay.”

Smart home devices are increasingly fi nding 
their way into our homes and help in everyday 
life. They are digital assistants that make our 
life more comfortable. Amazon Alexa is one of 
these digital voice assistants.

Our SIRIUM series combines this new voice 
technology and brilliant sound in high-quality 
audio devices.

“Alexa, softer.”



SMART SOUND SYSTEMS

Hama Intelligent Home App

Besides voice control or – depending on the delivery package – remote 
control, all our SIRIUM devices can be conveniently controlled from a 
smartphone or tablet using the Hama app. Initial setup of the devices 
can also be carried out conveniently using this app. 

Amazon Alexa Multiroom*

“Alexa, play my evening playlist in the entire home.” 
With Amazon Alexa Multiroom, you can synchronise your favourite 
music across your home and enjoy it in whichever room your are in. 
All compatible devices that have been combined into a multi-room 
group play your music in several rooms, on all speakers.

*Soon available on compatible devices via update

Overview of all devices and the most important 
functions, such as volume control, for example.

Select the desired source 
from the sources available.

Change the device name to be able 
to assign your devices explicitly.

Create groups that you can 
control synchronously.

Spotify Connect  – endless music enjoyment

With Spotify Connect, you can enjoy music wherever you want it. 
Whether on your smartphone, PC or directly through your smart 
speaker – when you change the playback device, the music conti-
nues at the exact point where you stopped. Millions of songs and 
always the most up-to-date hit lists, on demand or at the push of 
a button – that‘s Spotify Connect!



 - Smart sound bar with Alexa Voice Service
 - Wireless subwoofer
 - Wall-mounting preparation
 - 2.1 home entertainment
 - Four midwoofer (2.5") 
and two tweeter (1")

SIRIUM4000ABT | SRP: 499,00 €

SMART SOUND SYSTEMS
Get to know the world‘s fi rst soundbars 
to have the Alexa Voice Service built in: 
the SIRIUM4000ABT and SIRIUM3800ABT. 
These smart soundbars come with a wireless 
subwoofer and produce unadulterated 2.1 
sound. Experience the sound quality of our 
devices for yourself, irrespective of whether 
you are only listening to music, or watching an 
action fi lm: These soundbars will inspire you.

 - Smart sound bar with Alexa Voice Service
 - Wireless subwoofer
 - HiFi format (43 cm)
 - Wall-mounting preparation
 - Two full range driver (2.5")

SIRIUM3800ABT | SRP: 399,00 €

 - Smart speaker with Alexa Voice Service
 - LED indicators
 - Room-fi lling sound
 - One tweeter (3/4") and one midwoofer (3.5")

SIRIUM1400ABT | SRP:: 149,00 €

00054843

00054852

00054859



 - Smart speaker with Alexa Voice Service
 - Mains or battery operation possible
 - Compact and light
 - Two full range driver (1,75")

SIRIUM1000ABT | SRP: 189,00 €

 - Smart speaker with Alexa Voice Service
 - Replaces a gateway and allows control of the smart home
 - Manufacturer-independent smart home control
 - Zigbee and Bluetooth control unit

Homeplug Audio SIRIUM50AMBT | SRP: 129,00 €

 - Smart speaker with Alexa Voice Service
 - Streaming services (Spotify Connect, Amazon Music, ...)
 - Two tweeter (20 mm), two midwoofer (4") 
and one subwoofer (4")

SIRIUM2100AMBT | SRP: 399,00 €

 - Smart speaker with Alexa Voice Service
 - Streaming services (Spotify Connect, Amazon Music, ...)
 - Two tweeter (20 mm) and two midwoofer (3")

SIRIUM2000AMBT | SRP: 279,00 €
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Listen to music in style, with intelligent speakers 
that obey your word and can also control your 
smart home. That‘s our SIRIUM speakers – which 
we offer in various sizes and colours. Every device 
impresses with a fascinating sound spectrum for 
its size, as well as timeless design.

(available soon)

00054878



 - Smart Radio with Alexa Voice Service
 - FM / DAB+ / Internet radio
 - Streaming services (Spotify Connect, Amazon Music, ... )
 - Hi-Res-Audio playback
 - 3.5" colour display

Hybrid Radio SIRIUM3700AMBT | SRP: 399,00 €

 - Smart Radio with Alexa Voice Service
 - Internet radio
 - Streaming services (Spotify Connect, Amazon Music, ... )
 - Hi-Res-Audio playback
 - 3.5" colour display

Kitchen Radio SIRIUM370ABT | SRP: 249,00 €

00054875

00054877

00054888

 - Smart Radio with Alexa Voice Service
 - Internet radio
 - Streaming services (Spotify Connect, Amazon Music, ... )
 - Hi-Res-Audio playback
 - 3.5" colour display

Internet Radio SIRIUM160AMBT | SRP: 299,00 €

These radios cut a fi ne fi gure wherever you want to 
position them in your home. Like the other smart 
sound systems of the SIRIUM series, the smart radios 
can be controlled with Alexa Voice Control. Further-
more, they can be conveniently operated using the 
rotary control and the large colour display.
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(available soon)

(available soon)
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Discover the large variety of programmes available on the digi-
tal radio devices, and enjoy more stations in better quality than 
previously with VHF.

With our DAB+, Internet and hybrid radios, you receive the 
new digital standard either via DAB+ or the Internet. In addi-
tion, our devices offer many additional possibilities for music 
playback, for example, via Bluetooth, network streaming and 
music streaming services – or, in the traditional way, via CD.

DIG ITAL  R ADIOS



DAB+ Radios

Farewell to radio static – DAB+ is 
the new digital radio standard that 
transmits the radio stations in bril-
liant, clear sound quality wherever 
you are.

In addition to perfect sound, DAB+ 
offers additional multimedia ser-
vices and user-friendly operation: 
Use the automatic station search 
for simple selection of the radio 
station from the station list.

With this digital transmission 
technology, you can receive many 
new stations both at regional and 
national level.

Internet radios

Country music, reggae, jazz, techno, or maybe you prefer 
folk music after all? With an Internet radio, there are no 
limits when it comes to selecting music. Whichever genre 
you prefer – with over 30,000 stations from all over the 
world, no wish is left unfulfi lled. With the device connected 
via LAN or WLAN, you can receive the stations from the 
Internet without the need for a PC. The station search is 
also very simple: Either enter a specifi c station directly, or 
fi lter by country and genre.

DIG ITAL  R ADIOS



UNDOK Multiroom

Your sound in every room – almost all of our radios are compatible 
with UNDOK Multiroom and can be combined with up to fi ves 
devices in a group. This group plays your favourite music synchro-
nously on all devices – so your song is played in every room. And the 
best thing is: You can transfer sources from one device to another. 
In this way, you can listen to the CD from the living room on the 
devices that cannot play a CD.

DIG ITAL  R ADIOS

UNDOK App

All radios that are connected via the Internet can be conve-
niently set up and operated from your smartphone or tablet 
using the UNDOK app. Besides controlling the music, you can 
create multi-room groups or make settings here.

Overview of all UNDOK devices 
in the network.

Select the desired source 
for the selected device.

Change the device name to be able 
to assign your devices explicitly.

Current playback with 
volume control.



 - Internet radio with Bluetooth
 - Multiroom compatible
 - Intuitive handling by buttons directly on the device
 - 2.8" colour display
 - Three way system (2x 1" Tweeter, 2x 2.25 midwoofer, 
1x 4" subwoofer)

IR150MBT | SRP: 239,00 €

 - Internet radio with Bluetooth
 - Multiroom compatible
 - Wall-mounting preparation
 - Ideal design for installation in corners
 - Flexible positioning

IR80MBT | SRP: 139,00 €

 - FM / DAB+ / Internet radio with Bluetooth
 - Multiroom compatible
 - CD drive
 - Controllable by an Alexa Voice controlled device

DIR3505MSCBT | SRP: 369,00 €

00054850

00054846

00054891

Unique design meets amazing sound. Lean back and 
enjoy the voluminous sound of the radios. With their 
superior features, the two digital radios impress all 
along the line.

And the devices not only complement each other visually: 
When combined in a multi-room group, they can also 
play your favourite music synchronously.

DIG ITAL  R ADIOS



 - FM / DAB+ / Internet radio with Bluetooth
 - Multiroom compatible
 - Ambient lightning
 - Controllable by an Alexa Voice controlled device

DIR3605MSBT | SRP: 379,00 €

 - Internet radio with Bluetooth
 - Multiroom compatible
 - Ambient lightning
 - Channel management (left/right) in a multiroom group

IR360MBT | SRP: 199,00 €

 - Powerful subwoofer
 - Multiroom compatible
 - Ambient lightning
 - As a complement for a UNDOK multrioom system

SW01M | SRP: 299,00 €

00054885

00054837

00054845
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 - Internet radio
 - Multiroom compatible
 - 2.4" colour display

IR115MS | SRP: 159,00,00 €

 - FM / DAB+ / Internet radio with Bluetooth
 - Wall-mounting preparation
 - 2.4" colour display

DR1610BTS | SRP: 149,00 €

 - FM / DAB+ / Internet radio 
 - Multiroom compatible
 - 2.8" colour display

DIR3115MS | SRP: 199,00 €

 - FM / DAB+ / Internet radio 
 - Multiroom compatible
 - ”BR-Klassik“ speed-dial key
 - 2.8" colour display

DIR3121M-BR | SRP: 199,00 €

00054855

00054856

00054870

00054853

00054854

00054857

Whether used for the living room, bathroom or kitchen, these radios have 
timeless elegance, deliver impressive, balanced sound and offer numerous 
features. For example, you can operate the radios by app, or combine them 
into multiroom groups and listen to music played synchronously throughout 
your home.

For classical music fans, we have designed a radio as a BR-Klassik edition 
(BR-Klassik is a classical music radio station of Bavarian Broadcasting). 
The favourites buttons already have BR-Klassik assigned to them, so that you 
can select the station very conveniently with a single click.

DIG ITAL  R ADIOS



 - FM / DAB+ / Internet radio with Bluetooth
 - CD-drive
 - Intuitive handling by buttons directly on the device

DR1550CBT | SRP: 159,00 €

 - FM / DAB+ / Internet radio
 - Intuitive handling by buttons directly on the device

DIR3020 | SRP: 149,00 €

 - FM / DAB+ radio
 - Intuitive handling by buttons directly on the device

DR1400 | SRP: 89,00 €

00054874

00054873

00054872
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Every day we spend a lot of time 
cooking or baking in the kitchen.
With the right music, it becomes 
even more fun. To avoid obstructing 
the limited space available in the 
kitchen, our kitchen radios can be 
put on end or mounted beneath kit-
chen cabinets. For this purpose, two 
different mounts are included in the 
delivery package.

 - FM / DAB+ radio
 - Flexible positioning
 - Including two different mounting plates
 - 2.4" colour display

DR350 | SRP: 99,00 €

 - Internet radio
 - Flexible positioning
 - Including two different mounting plates
 - 2.4" colour display

IR350M | SRP: 129,00 €

00054862

00054864

00054844

00054851
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 - FM / DAB+ radio
 - Portable thanks to battery operation
 - Mains operation possible

DR10 | SRP: 59,00 €

 - FM / DAB+ radio
 - Portable thanks to battery operation
 - Mains operation possible

DR7 | SRP: 49,00 €

 - FM / DAB+ radio
 - Portable thanks to battery operation
 - Mains operation possible

DR15 | SRP: 59,00 €

00054828

00054869

00054866

You don‘t want to be without music when on the go? You can 
take our battery-operated, portable radios everywhere with you 
and listen to all receivable radio stations via DAB+ or VHF.

Thanks to the large display and the buttons directly on the 
device, the radios are very simple to operate. The included power 
supply can be plugged into an electrical socket – for example, 
for use in the garage.
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 - FM / DAB+ radio
 - Clock radio
 - The backlight of the display adapts to the current 
lightning intensity

DR30 | SRP: 69,00 €

 - FM / DAB+ radio
 - Clock radio
 - Integrated sensor shows room temperature

DR35 | SRP: 69,00 €

0005482200054865

Our clock radios will wake you in the mor-
ning with soft tones, so that you start your 
day relaxed and cheerful. The devices have 
a dimmable display, two alarm times that 
can be set separately, and various alarm 
patterns. Here you can select whether 
you wish to be woken once, daily, only on 
weekdays or only at weekends.

DIG ITAL  R ADIOS



 - FM / DAB+ radio with Bluetooth
 - Direct plug-in into conventional earthed socket
 - LCD with backlight

DR40BT | SRP: 89,00 €

 - Internet radio with Bluetooth
 - Multiroom compatible
 - Direct plug-in into conventional earthed socket
 - LCD with backlight

IR40MBT | SRP: 119,00 €

00054871

00054868
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Power socket radios are the right choice if you have limited 
space. They are connected directly to a power socket and 
 therefore fi t anywhere. Despite the compact size, you don‘t 
have to forego anything: There is a large display at the upper 
edge, and at the side there is a rotary control for operating the 
radio. With the speaker installed to the front, every millimetre 
is used perfectly.



 - FM / DAB+ / internet tuner with Bluetooth
 - For retrofi tting existing systems
 - Multiroom compatible

DIT1000MBT | SRP: 159,00 €

 - Bullets
 - Bullets
 - Bullets

Bezeichnung | SRP: 000,00 €

 - FM / DAB+ tuner with Bluetooth
 - For retrofi tting existing systems

DT100BT | SRP: 79,00 €

 - FM / DAB+ / internet tuner with Bluetooth
 - For retrofi tting existing systems
 - Multiroom compatible
 - HiFi format (43 cm)

DIT2005M | SRP: 199,00 €

 - Internet tuner with Bluetooth
 - For retrofi tting existing systems
 - Multiroom compatible

IT900MBT | SRP: 119,00 €

00054841
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 - FM / DAB+ / internet tuner with Bluetooth
 - For retrofi tting existing systems
 - Multiroom compatible
 - HiFi format (43cm)
 - Controllable by an Alexa Voice controlled device

DIT2100MSBT | SRP: 249,00 €

00054883

00054890
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Are you ready to take off into the future? With our DAB+ retrofi tting solutions, 
you can receive the new digital standard in your car immediately. The DAB+ 
signal is transmitted directly to your car radio using the tuner and a built-in FM 
transmitter, Bluetooth or a jack cable, and can be played as usual using your 
car‘s sound system.

 - DAB+ radio
 - Also for mobile use (electric or battery operated)
 - Crystal-clear sound thanks to external antenna 
connection (SMB)

PDR20 | SRP: 69,00 €

 - Playback possibilities: RRM, EP 33 1/3 RPM
 - Digitise vinyl records directly to a USB or SD storage medium
 - First-class phono cartridge from Audio-Technica
 - Pitch control: +/- 10%

TT3000RBT | SRP: 149,00 €

00054863

00054221
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 - For expanding existing sound systems
 - Rear channel speakers for real surround sound
 - Dolby Surround DE & EN coder
 - Wall-mounting preparation
 - Learning function for your existing IR remote control

RS100 | SRP:149,00 €

 - DAB+ radio with Bluetooth
 - Retrofi t solution for car radios
 - Built-in FM transmitter
 - Crystal-clear sound thanks to glass adhesive antenna

CDR70BT | SRP: 89,00 €

00054849

00054867



For every leisure activity, we offer suitable Bluetooth 
speakers that are equipped for every adventure: from 
waterproof speakers that you can take with you into 
the water, to speakers with an integrated Qi charging 
function for your mobile phone.

Whether at home or on the go – with our Bluetooth 
speakers, you can play your music conveniently via 
Bluetooth, AUX or – depending on the speaker – with 
an SD card.

BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS



 - 360° sound
 - Splash-proof (IPX5)
 - Rubber-fi nish buttons
 - Fine fabric cover on both sides
 - USB-A connection for power pack function 

Gentleman-L  | SRP: 59,99 €

 - Splash-proof (IPX5)
 - Rubber-fi nish buttons
 - Fine fabric cover on both sides

Gentleman-M | SRP: 39,99 €

 - Splash-proof (IPX5)
 - Rubber-fi nish buttons
 - Fine fabric cover on both sides

Gentleman-S | SRP: 24,99 €

00173152

00173151

00173150

BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS

With our ’Gentleman‘, you will attract lots of attention. The mix of 
materials is just perfect and gives the Bluetooth speakers a modern, 
fi ne look. The inner workings are also impressive, all along the line: 
The stereo speakers are perfectly balanced and have a fantastic sound.



 - 360° sound
 - Splash-proof (IPX5)
 - Volume control

Soundcup-L | SRP: 69,99 €

 - 360° sound
 - Changeable LED lighting
 - Illuminated control panel

Soundcup-Z | SRP: 59,99 €

 - 360° sound
 - Touchpad for track selection
 - Volume control

Soundcup-S | SRP: 39,99 €

00173163

00173161

00173162
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 - Touch control
 - Changeable sound mode
 - Volume control wheel

Soundchest | SRP: 79,99 €

 - Including Qi charging technology
 - Simultaneous charging and playback

Power Brick | SRP: 79,99 €

 - Innovative true wireless technology
 - Can be used separately or as a pair

Cones | SRP: 49,99 €

00173164

00173160

00173165

00173166

BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS



 - Splash-proof (IPX5)
 - Battery-operated for complete mobility

Rockman L | SRP: 34,99 €

 - Splash-proof (IPX5)
 - Battery-operated for complete mobility

Rockman S | SRP: 24,99 €

 - Waterproof, can withstand temporary immersion (IPX7)
 - Including separate swim ring

Aqua Jam | SRP: 24,99 €

BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS

From small speakers that fi t in any pocket, to robust, 
splash-proof Bluetooth speakers or waterproof Blue-
tooth speakers with a swim ring – thanks to our large 
selection, you always have your favourite music with 
you wherever you are.
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 - FM-Radiofunktion
 - Weckfunktion

Pocket Clock | SRP: 29,99 €

00173167

00173169

00173168

 - powervoller Klang bei kompaktem Design 
 - Stummschaltfunktion

Pocket | SRP: 19,99 €

00173120

00173122

00173121

 - schnelles Aufl aden innerhalb von 4 Stunden
 - Antirutsch-Gummiring

Mobiler LS | SRP: 24,99 €

00173127

00173129

00173128

00124484

00124485

BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS

 - With LED light effects
 - Splash-proof (IPX5)

Flying Sound Disc | SRP: 14,99 €

00173195

00173197

 - FM radio function
 - Alarm function

Pocket Clock | SRP: 29,99 €

00173167

00173169

00173168

 - Powerful sound, compact design
 - Mute function

Pocket | SRP: 19,99 €

00173120

00173122

00173121

 - Fast charging within 4 hours
 - Non-slip rubber ring

Mobile Speaker | SRP: 24,99 €

00173127

00173129

00173128

00124484

00124485

BLUETOOTH -SPEAKER

 - mit LED-Lichteffekten
 - spritzwassergeschützt (IPX5)

Fyling Sound Disc | SRP: 14,99 €

00173195

00173197


